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Good People - A lot of people think back on the Atlantis concert at the Shell and consider
it a possible starting point for a new Thing in the city. Specifically, it was
the first time there was any kind of crowd confrontation with the Memphis Police
Department. Very cool that it was just a MENTAL and EMOTIONAL confrontation
which is OUR home ground, and didn't get into any kind of physical hassle,
which they are quite accustomed to handling. Think about it awhile, and it
seems evident that it would be very cool to keep things that way . . on a
HEAD level, right?
A lot of ugly things have happened in Berkeley because of the changes that a
lot of heads have gone through over the past three or four years, and I hate
to think that we might be naive enough to plunge right into the SAME changes
while suffering thru the SAME hassles they did out West. The people tried
the physical confrontation thing, and got their heads bashed, their faces
maced, their bodies beaten, and their cops tougher than ever. THEN they tried
dealing with outside hasslers on a reasonable, head level. And it is working.
Slowly, at times, but it IS working, where sit'ins and "PIG!" shrieking didn't.
Peace!!!
We all think we're pretty cool---we dig some people more than others, as friends
but we dig EVERYBODY, as people, right? Okay, the cops are people, the Ohmann
Inn fags are people, the crew-cut cowboys in starched levis and white socks
are people. Smile at all of them, no matter. Dig all of them as people, res
pect all of them as people - Understand them ten times as much as they misun
derstand you, and don't you know it's goruia be alright!!!!!!
ROBERT W. WALKER - WHBQ
Sunday
BEER/BLUES/BULLSHIT

2115 MADISON No Miners.

NI
***DATE LINE***
Friday, OCT. 3 - Perception (Cooper and Madison) Beer, Fun, and
Turned On crowd
GUILD ART THEATRE - "CHASTITY" begins
Saturday, OCT. 4 - SERENDIPITY (3115 Austin Peay Hwy.) John Swinney
Sunday, OCT. 5 - "DONOVAN" Ellis Auditorium, 4FM
Monday, OCT. 6 - "THE TEMPTATIONS" Mid South Coliseum, 8 FM
Tuesday, OCT. 7 - 'VIETNAM MORATORIUM COMMITTEE" All invited,
Westminster House, MSU 8:00 FM
Wednesday, OCT. 8 - "EASY RIDER" Park Theatre
VMC Press Conference at CBC
Half and Half Coffee House on Cleveland
Friday, OCT. 10 - Serendipity, Sleepy John Estes
Half and Half, Mingle and Rap
Perception, Cheers
Saturday, OCT. 11

Wedding(Can ya' believe it?)2FM, Atlantis pub
lisher, Jim Godown and Cathy Weir - Greenwood,
Mississippi BRING YOUR HEADS!!'!

Sunday, OCT. 12 - SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL PARK VISIT THE ZOO
Tuesday, OCT.14 - All night vigil at Southwestern for VMC
Wednesday, OCT. 15 - See special outline for VIC functions in this
issue
Friday, OCT. 24 - "ATLANTIS" Vol. I, No. Ill on sale
DATE LINE IS A FREE SERVICE OF ATLANTIS.IF YOU HAVE ANY ANNOUNCEMENTS
YOU WOULD LIKE TO ENTER, CALL JOHN AT 272-9619.

ATLANTIS is published fortnightly by Love Incorporated, at
1665 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, 38104. Copyright
1969, all rights reserved. Phone 272-9610 for rates.
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Pop-I's Record Room
3X7-8421
543 S. Highland

Oliver! Oliver's "Good Morning Star Shine"
Album featuring the popular single "Jean",
currently riding #7 spot in Billboard is
now Number 20 in the nation. It's available
at Pop-I's,
All releases in albums, tapes, and singles
are now at Pop-I's in large discount
quantities. We have everything: Hard Rock,
Soul, Popular, Underground, Blues, Psychedelic.
Always discounted to move! And don't miss our
300 Free Records Now! Shop late and enjoy
Pop-1's Discount Record Outlet. Memphis'
largest and nicest Penny Arcade.

M.S.U.
Near Studio
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your concern is not really for your offspring Nigel, whcm you hardly know, but for the
perpetuation of the family name, and I would advise you to do some self-study in order
to prepare a happy nest for the lad if and when I should have the great good fortune
to return him to your loving arms."
Sir Horatio gulped but seemed to think the better of whatever he had in mind and
accepted the mild rebuke gracefully. Wristlimp strode athletically from the chamber,
and, as his light footsteps echoed on the stairs, the grizzled barrister murmured into
his hands in a new tone of gentleness and wamth:
"Cheeky little barstid, that!"
And Percival Wristlimp, now standing in the street outside, looking for a cab,
merely held his head in both hands and rocked from side to side.
Doubtless our readers have been a little left behind in the breathless and fastmoving pace of the story, so we shall pause now to refresh ourselves with a modest

ur story opens in the drab, dingy law offices of Sir Horatio
Bigge-Spender near the majestic expanses of Westminster Pal
ace, where the British Parliament administers justice to
the benighted heathen of the farflung Empire, upon which;
as is well-known, the Sun Never Sets. Here a melodramatic
tableau is taking place: the eminent barrister and toast
of the English Bar is haranguing our hero, Percival
Wristlimp:
"You must, Percy! You simply must!" he ejaculates.
. "I tell you Sir Horatio, I can't do it!" exclaims the
fair, athletic figure of African explorer, daredevil, and
Classics First Percival Wristlimp.
At this the purplish, apoplectic, choleric face of Sir H.
rosed to a livid hue, as it was not his wont to be crossed; at
the bar or elsewhere. (We must forgive Sir Horatio his temper, for
in all other respects he was as British as a lump of suet).
"God damme and blast you, Wristlimp!" cried the barrister in a flood of blasphemy.
Then his temper seemed to subside: he moaned briefly and hurled his bulky physiognomy in
to his gnarled hands. Bigge-Spender's magnificent leather-lined chair alone broke the
plush silence with its creaking. Outside one could faintly hear the tootlings of Thames
River lighters.
"Life has not been easy to me," began the grizzled barrister. "My wife, Chloe,
though she was worth millions in pounds sterling was as a person not worth a ha'penn'orth
of last week's smelt. Do you know what that meant?" he demanded of Wristlimp.
'Yes?"
"Smelt, Wristlimp. That's a kind of fish." He groaned under his horrible burden.
"Only six months," he continued, "after our union it became apparent that we were to be
blessed with issue. Then...she ran off with another man!"
"What a bitch!" commented Wristlimp sadly. Bigge-Spender clenched his fists in rage.
His complexion turned a livid hue of purple as he recalled the slight.
"Ran off with a fletcher!" he shouted. "Do you know what that meant?" he asked of
Percival Wristlimp.
"What."
"A fletcher," replied the stocky barrister, "is a person who makes arrows."
He quivered with rage."Think of it, I to be made the butt of a low trick: I, the
last of the Bigge-Spenders. Had she no respect for my wish to perpetuate the
family name?" He paused histrionically.
"The chap was certainly quite the old snake-in-the-grass," said Wristlimp.
Bigge-Spender continued: "The woman did me white in one respect, however. Although
she abandoned me great with child, abandoned our stately ancestral home, Stonepile-onTrent, she did do one thing for our name." He seemed to gather his strength for the last
sordid plunge into his past.
"She mailed me the days-old infant from somewhere in America. It arrived on Boxing
Day, 188_. Of course, as soon as the package arrived I was struck by the curiosity of the
air-holes. I signed for it and ripped it open. A boy it was, Wristlimp, whom I promptly
named Nigel, after my great-uncle Nigel Quodde Bigge-Spender, the only member of the
family to run in and win the Queen's Military Point-to-Point."
"Quite marvellous, I assure you," added Wristlimp.
"He was a prancing stallion of a man..." mused the grizzled barrister. The pained
Bigge-Spender paused to mop his beaded brow with a large dirty handkerchief.
"But where do I fit in?" queried Wristlimp, who had been listening to the tale with
growing perplexity. He suddenly stared at Bigge-Spender, who was now gazing across the
mighty Thames to where the British Parliament administered justice to the benighted
heathen of the farflung Empire.
'You?"cried the stocky barrister with surprise. "Where do you fit in? Are you
not the greatest of white hunters? Have you not hunted every inch of the wilds of Africa?
Are you not a trusted intimate of Livingston, Stanley, Rhodes? Are you not a man with the
most fluent credentials, with entree' into every bank and shoal of society: familiar
equally with the ivory languors of Biarritz as with the most cruel and barbaric rites of
the dismal Hottentotts?"
"Well, sure..." began Wristlimp, but he was cut off dismally.
"It is you and you alone, Wristlimp" fumed Bigge-Spender, "who can search the Dark
Continent and return to the familial bosom my lost Nigel. For I believe, Wristlimp,"
(here he fixed our hero in the eye) "that the Germans are at the bottom of this. I have
of late conducted various confidential negotiations for H.M. Government which are not
exactly to the Kaiser's best advantage..." (here he suppressed a chuckle, but the twinkle
in his eye gave it away) "and I believe that other Powers might try to use Nigel as a
make-weight in the secret councils of international reality."
Percival Wristlimp felt a sudden racing of his pulse at this, but he being an old
campaigner, allowed no sign to show. The Germans again, he thought darkly.
Bigge-Spender continued: "...so I advise you to begin your search in German South
west Africa, that being a location of requisite inaccessability." (See map inset).
"And as to your expenses, well, you know who I am."
Wristlimp nodded weakly. It was almost more than he could bear. He gathered his
thoughts for a moment, glancing around the stolid, booklined office of the older man.
When he spoke it was in clear, bell-like tones of ringing sincerity.
IMaafSJ ..
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"Sir Horatio, I shall take your case.
•.
i But I should make something quite plain to
you at the outset (see inset) concerning
this jaunt'to German South West Africa in
search of your son Nigel. My primary in
terest in this adventure is to get to the
bottom of German machinations with regard
to Her Majesty's interests in Africa. The
discontent with the bounty Nature
i
"JJ has so fruitfully showered upon them with;t rLIi'
SM in their own Continental boundaries, now
dispute Britannic rule of the Seven Seas
*'"• iHa
and thus carry with their reckless freebooting the very seed of their own degtT"rt'"" As for you, Sir, I believe that
k."

has always occupied the family's castle, Castle Wristlimp, which is believed
been named after the family.
During Marlborough's campaigns, Captain Smedley Blight Wristlimp of the 16th
(Kings Own Home Life) Buffoons won distinction undying and his Monarch's affection
(when during the siege of El Pefco the regiment had run out of ammunition) by having
himself used as a cannonball and being shot, red-hot, into the ranks of the hereditary
foe, causing the French to flee in a most cowardly shambles. Many distinguished anagrammatists and cryptologists still hold that Sir Christoper Wristlimp (a 16th century
divine) actually authored the Shakespearean plays. And of course there is Percival,
Lord Wristlimp, hero of the Napoleonic Wars (a terrestial Hornblower) about whom so
many ballads and boys' illustrated weeklies have been written; and our present hero's
namesake.
Percy Wristlimp himself was sent off to school, in the best tradition (before he
could have the misfortune to become aware of his mother's excesses and his father's
deficiencies) at the age of six. Eton it was, of course, where the youth easily bested
his Peers at all sports and proved himself a famous scholar in the classrooms. To his
great delight young Percy was given the privilege (now reserved for marking distinction)
of carving his initials on the same desk that Guy Fawkes, Cranmer, and Wat Tyler had
carved theirs.
There is a story about the Wristlimp of these days. It is possibly a largely
apocryphal one, but then Eton in those days was less High Church than it is now. Once,
as Percy was struggling to escape from a particularly nasty "scrum" in a tough game
of "rugger" with Harrow, Prince Albert himself, the Queen's Consort, happened by on a
dappled mare. The Prince was observed watching Percy snatch the ball and run forty
yards for a decisive score. "Field a bit muddy today," commented the Consort. It was
typical of the man, and typical, too, of the brilliant omens that augured for Wristlimp
throughout his amazing career.
After a short spell in India with the fashionable Eleventh (Queen's Own Home Life
Grenadier Guard) Hussars, Wristlimp returned to England. But the easy whirl of Mayfair,
riding to hounds, point-to-points,
inand elegant society quickly jaded the
fierce, adventurous spirit /*-—-gDl
r of the youth. It c
then, to his family that,
on a colt he himself had
trained, Percival Wrist
sailed for Africa.
As is well
known, he quickly
became a legend.
From Johannesburg
to Nairobi Wrist
limp charmed both
the prosperous setand the desperate,
erty-stricken naDaughters of the diakings swooned at the
glance from his flashing brown eyes, but
limp was not swayed by their affected,
room graces. For him, only the rough-andalways arduous, sometimes perilous life of
could suffice. He would disappear from time
to reappear with tales of hideous black rites
stition, mysterious lost kingdoms, and longtroves of gold and myriad gems. That recent
KING SOLCMON'S MINES, in fact, is based
e of Wristlimp's favorite after-dinner
But, enough of this
a true Briton, found the
to Walfisch Bay salubrious ar
But one untoward and ominous
^ upon the marmoreal calm of the magnificent
) Atlantic. It occurred
; ,, when the post packet upon which our hero x,
f took passage was nego
tiating the Horse Latitudes, so named
by olden sailors because
these being the haunt of doldrums, into which,
SBflBjr becalmed, conquistadors
and other carriers of quadrupeds jettisoned their
pitiable steeds in order to
extend their original victualling, the water was often dotted with horse corpses.
It was on one of the few tempestuous days of the passage. Wristlimp was strolling
along "A" deck (reserved for first-class passengers) and noticed a somewhat corpulent
black leaning against the rail after an awkward manner. To his dismay he
that it was Herr KUnstler von und zu Scheiss-Wissenschaft; not only
second-class passenger, but also the very person against
whom he had been forewarned by certain key sources at the
Admiralty. Our hero inhaled the brisk ocean air finely
and moved toward the German.
"I find this brisk ocean air quite salubrious and
invigorating," he said. The German made no answer. He was
seemingly preoccupied with studying the green water which
coursed and bubbled merrily along the ship's straking.
'You might find the view even more detailed and dis
cernible from "B" deck," added Wristlimp gently. He de
cided to change the subject.
"I understand," he began brightly, "that for luncheon
today we are having pickled kippers richly laved with a
keen mustard sauce after the chef's personal recipe,
boiled onions, and stuffed bell peppers steeped in
garlic, as
as wen
well as
as some
some delicacies especially
especially readied
same,
for the Captain, a known gourmet." But the German stil
made no answer, and Wristlimp began to suspect him ol
rudeness.
"Among these delicacies," he continued, is a
singular preparation of tripe, marinated I believe in
the juice of the cuttlefish and highly prized by the
natives..."
(To Be Continued Next Week)._

Perhaps more prophetic than
imagined, the Last Day in the
Park happened last Sunday at
the Shell. The name of the
concert was inspired, the
concert itself uninspired;
the music being for the most
part bubblegum and blues.
The worst of each: eclectic
material for the former, and
a total lack of feeling for
the latter. It was a typical
Sunday concert for the kids
presented mainly with the
thought of making a few bucks
for the promoter, giving the
local groups "a chance" and
promoting the "Good Guy"
image. However, the crowd
didn't seem to expect
anything other than what they
got and were there probably
because there was nothing
else better to do. There
was a general feeling of
easiness and well-being,
prompted no doubt by a
large contingent of cops
lounging about and eyeing
potential troublemakers. No
one was allowing any bad
vibes to keep enjoyment
away, and nothing did until
the cops closed the show
down at eight-thirty p.m.
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Attorney-General Phil M. Canale

At 7:30 p.m. on September 17 we attended
a videotaping session at WMC-TV (5). it was
a Face-To-Face panel entitled, "How Should
Drug Abuse Be Handled?" scheduled to be aired
at 7:00 p.m. Saturday night, September 20.

mari;
any violence from the use of marijuana?"
"
On physical abuse he wants Dr. Faye Quinn,
a UT biochemist, to rap. Canale: "A person
develops a psychological dependence on
marijuana which leads to harder drugs, I
think. And if it does lead to harder drugs
then the person on harder drugs will
resort to violence..."

Kelly: "The South is generally behind in
trends, changes...I see life in the South
as very oppressive; we don't have the
freedom and liberalism that they have in
the North." Dr. Quinn adds that the South
is three years behind the "North, or the
We sat in the back of a large studio. Be
East Coast, in drug use." (Note: this is
fore us, hemmed in by three cameras run by
true. At Princeton, LSD comes packaged
clean-cut young men, were the moderator,
with thorazine to bring the tripper down
Norman Brewer, and his four conversational
Quinn: "National statistics on crime by
in case of trouble).
virtuosi in a mockup of a typical sterile
known users are that 754 are crimes
Norman Brewer reminds the panelists of
upper-middleclass living room.
against persons and 25% against property, the topic they are discussing tonight.
while with the harder drugs their crimes
General Canale repeats what he is trying
It could be a fairly significant evening.
are 70-75% against property and 25%
to communicate: "The penalty is two to
The telecast would be viewed by thousands
against persons. So marijuana users are
ten years for the use, the selling, or
of Memphians, and would certainly affect
more prone to crimes against persons."
the possession of marijuana. It was my
their way of thinking on the drug issue.
feeling that it should be reduced to a
Attorney-General Phil M. Canale was a pan
Unfortunately this sort of statistic is
year and up to a thousand-dollar fine,
worse than useless. If only perhaps .05%
elist, looking weary and preoccupied. He
rather than a mandatory prison sentence
of marijuana users resort to any kind of
had come under fire from the right wing,
for kids who may just be experimenting.
who considered his moderate and intelligent violence at all, then the comparison with As with Prohibition, kids will experiment
hard stuff is wildly irrelevant. And the
statement of two weeks ago quite outspoken
when it's unlawful."
average guy watching TV will hear it and
and reckless.
Kelly notes that hard narcotics users can
yell, "Hey Martha, 75% of them pot smokers get up to ten years: "But if he's found .
On our right in the small group of onlookers c'mit crimes against persons!"
to be an addict, the laws generally treat
sat a member of the Young Socialists League.
the user as a sick person, and he can get
"He's a fink!" he said of Norman Brewer.
What about Canale's statement that 80% of six months at an institution like Lexingthose who are on hard drugs started on
"We're organizing," continued the somewhat
desperate looking socialist: "we're bringing marijuana? (By hard stuff
an injunction against Memphis State to
Canale says he has always advocated that
What about Canale's statement that 80% of
break their student code rule which pro
we should have different institutions for
those who are on hard drugs started on
hibits the distribution of handbills on
different offenders, but that it would
campus. Walter Bailey's handling it, ACLU." marijuana? (By "hard stuff" they mean
cost millions of dollars.
heroin 8 morphine). Lawyer Fowlkes says,
This good news he followed by informing
Dr. Qjinn: "The only way I would modify
us that he planned a trip to Cuba, joining
"Eighty percent of hard narcotics users
the Venceremos Brigade to cut sugar cane.
also drink Coca-Cola and smoke cigarettes. it is to exclude from this group persons
having in their possession one ounce or
Is there proof that is correlation?"
larger quantity." She wants stiffer pen
"You see," he continued, "Canale's state
Dr. Quinn replies that it's a "known
alties for pushers, especially to juven
ment will more or less be the Shelby
fact" that marijuana causes effects:
iles: "We've been seeing 13 and 14 year
County policy statement. Brewer is such a
"euphoria, and various and sundry other
old kids using marijuana." (Note: most
fascist! The SDS," he added, "has leafeffects, which have been described in de
"smoking" parents agree that children do
letted all the highschools with anti-draft
tail, and the same effects are caused by
not really appreciate pot until the age
leaflets. Police came, the Vice Squad, the
other drugs, narcotic and non-narcotic."
of five or six).
whole bit. You heard of Morell McCullough?" She adds that the only indication of how
Kelly: "If they had a meaningful life,
No. "At MSU; he joined SDS, the last group
many pot smokers there are is "arrest
people hiding behind something wouldn't
so he could fink on them. Went to all the
records for possession."
need this. Kids wouldn't turn to drugs."
pot parties. He's very dumb, thinks the
Kelly: "Playboy says the highest
What? Did we hear someone say "turn to
ban-the-bomb symbol is the symbol for
of marijuana users is
drugs" again! How laughable and irrele
vant. You can just see some Ivy League
Kelly: PLAYBOY
Rhodes scholar, Phi Beta Kappa key dang
The cameras roll and Norman Brewer tells
ling from watch-chain, sitting in a bookus that this week's topic is "How Should
Kelly: "PLAYBOY says the highest
Drug Abuse Be Handled?" This is a typical
of hard narcotics users is 200,000, while lined study. He stares listlessly out the
window of his ivory tower, frustrated by
uninformed Establishment way of looking
the lowest estimate of pot users is six
the collegiate ratrace. Suddenly his face
at a problem. It assumes and implies
million. So possibly three and one-half
assumes a twisted, Hyde leer. He rushes
that all consciousness-altering drug
percent of marijuana users have gone on
to the laboratory, grabs vials, begins
use is abuse. "These four Memphians are
to harder stuff." He adds, perceptively,
much concerned about the problem..
that hard narcotics users really drop out, injecting chemicals into his bloodstream.
while marijuana doesn't make you drop out. "Turn to drugs" is another of those panic
signs like "naked aggression" or "black
General Canale is first: "Last week I
militant." Switch on the sign and watch
seem to have stuck a stick in a beehive
the public convulse in response to mass
The panelists seem unaware of the ethnic
when I suggested that the penalty should
be reduced from a felony carrying two to
nature of the hard narcotics problem: for
Kelly says people will turn to God, booze
ten years, to a misdemeanor carrying up
one thing, the black or Latin cat who's
and radical politics. Canale answers that
to a year's sentence and up to a $1000.00
excluded from white middleclass America
just because people do it doesn't make it
and really wants the total "escape" of
fine for first offenders with marijuana.
right. (Referring to pot).
I have been accused of advocating and
heroin would find it practically impos
Oliver Fowlkes, leading the discussion
condoning the use of marijuana."
sible to avoid using pot early in his
again: "If it was found that marijuana
had no more ill effects than alcohol,
This statement should serve as a lesson
Kelly says that pot-smoking students'
should it be legalized and controlled?
for anyone who thinks public officalis
grades are not affected. General Canale
I've heard people say that some mari
have the power to get things done, or has
responds: "I think we're all talking
juana is laced with heavier stuff."
underestimated the credulous ignorance of
about something we don't know too much
(Note: such as amphetamines, cocaine, .
the "Mid-South."
about." This perhaps is the key state
opium; rarely dangerous). "If the Pure
ment of the evening.
Food and Drug Administration controlled
Buddy Kelly, a Memphis State senior, is
Kelly: "In the ghetto, extreme pressures
the purity like in liquor stores we could
a panelist. Bulky, mustachioed, he wears
exist from poverty; there's great pres
regulate the problem."
dark glasses and looks at the floor. Says
sure to use drugs, but not the same
Canale cautiously replies, "This is all
everybody has an escape; kids use dopes,
pressure in the suburbs, in colleges."
based on the premise that it's not harm
"cops use their lawn order badges and
Canale: "Dr. Lurey, head of the New York
ful, we haven't determined that it's not
sticks."
State Control Bureau of Drugs, or some
harmful."
thing like that, says 60-70% of students
Norm: glares, eagle-like. Lawyer Oliver
in northern colleges use.or have experi- ' Apparently the Attorney-General is un
familiar with the logic device of an
Fowlkes, who's handled numerous pot cases,
mented with drugs including marijuana.
hypothesis.
is with ACLU: "General Canale, do you see
But only 30% in the South."

Dr. Quinn: "I think that evidence is
building up that marijuana has adverse
effects on the body. Two examples I can
give you: one is a fairly recent psychi
atric report which found 1800 cases of
psychotic reaction to marijuana in the
past 18 months in the San Francisco area'.'
Kelly: "You must be talking about LSD."
Quinn: "No, I'm not. And 2000 cases of
psychotic reaction to LSD. There are two
syndromes described as relating to
marijuana. One of these is what the psy
chiatrists refer to as the 'panic
syndrome.' People after smoking marijuana
for long periods of time are overcome
with anxiety and fear,(Note: not un
reasonably, the laws being what they are)
requiring psychiatric treatment." (Note:
facetiousness aside, this is a new one Oh
us).
Dr. Quinn: "The adverse effects of drugs
should be publicized on the news, radio
and television." (Note: this excludes
pot, hash, probably mescaline. And in
cludes Miltown, penicillin, etc.)
Norman Brewer warns that only four min
utes are left. Dr. Quinn states that she
favors education concerning drug abuse.
Kelly: "As a scare tactic?"
Brewer: "You'll have your chance, Mr.
Kelly!"
Quinn: "To inform, that they have a
Kelly: "I'm not advocating the legaliza
tion of pot; what I'm advocating is a
humane approach to life in general."
Good grief! What is he doing here, then?
The topic is drug abuse, not metaphysics.
Fowlkes concludes: "The law as it exists
against the possession of marijuana is
extreme. I feel that further study into
the use of marijuana will probably find
that it is no more dangerous than alcohol
If so, I'd like to see it legalized and
controlled, young people not having the
opportunity to buy it, and the penalties
against opium and heroin strengthened, to
keep them out of the purview of young
people."
Canale: "I'd like to reiterate my posit
ion on the use, possession and sale of
pot. It's against the law. In my position
as a sworn public servant it's my duty to
uphold the law whenever we feel that it's
in the public welfare." (Note: may we
assume that if it can be proven to the
Attorney-General that pot laws are not in
the public welfare, he will cease enforc
ing them?) He repeated that he did not
favor the mandatory jail sentence and did
not condone or advocate the use of pot.
Broadcast time ran out here and Norman
Brewer addressed Buddy Kelly: "There's
one big fallacy in your argument. You say
people turn: turning to political action
is involvement. But marijuana is turning
away." The unofficial discussion continDr. Quinn: "A good number of psychiatric
cases with no previous record, who start
smoking marijuana; after 120 or so ses
sions of smoking they're hit by anxiety."
Fowlkes: "What's the cause?"
Quinn: "One meaning of explanation is
that the psychotic with schizoid tenden
cies has awareness of his subconscious
tendencies. One effect of pot is to give
awareness of the subconscious. In a per
son used to dealing with the subconscious
it's no problem. But the normal, welladjusted person with...traumas, unhappy
incidents in his past; these will be
brought to consciousness with pot."
Dr. Quinn: "Alcohol and its abuse is
old."

Atlantis: "Do you consider drugs new?
They've been used in India and China for
up to four thousand years."
Dr. Quinn: "We're talking about the U.S.
now. It's popular now, it's not been such
before that it created a problem. It's
now creating a problem." She informed
us that there are very simple means of
testing for alcohol, while there is no
known way to detect marijuana's influence
in a suspect. She revealed that her
main interests are chemistry and path
ology at the University of Tennessee.
Dr. Quinn has had a year of general psy
chology at Southwestern under Dr. Llewel
lyn E. Queener, and has discussed the
pot controversy with psychologists at
Gaylor Mental Health Clinic and Tennessee
Psychiatric Hospital and Institute.
In summary, we observe that from this
panel, the drug situation in Memphis is
not great but not bad. Heroes of the
evening were Phil M. Canale and Oliver
Fowlkes.
Buddy Kelly had a nice scene, but was not
to_the point. Norman Brewer, clean-cut.
impeccably dressed, crisp and wellmodulated, expressed himself after airtime and proved rather over-confident
and close-minded. Dr. Faye Quinn was
intellignet and well-intentioned, but
often irrelevant and not expert in the
subject. She did not have the schooling
in psychology to warrant such free use
of complex psychological terms.
The panel seemed handicapped, however,
by the fact that none of its members
knew more about marijuana than the
man in the street. Too, its purported
topic of "Drug Abuse" spearheaded a
vagueness that persisted. What about
persons allergic to penicillin? What
about the incidence of pulmonary and
aortic embolisms in women taking birth
control pills? Moderator Brewer should
have clarified for the television view
ers the point that what the panel was
discussing was amphetamines, mescaline,
hashish, cocaine, codeine, etc. Appar
ently, these are sufficiently obscure
to the general public.
The tone of discussion was cliche'ed
and traditional. The same old ques
tions arose: Does marijuana lead to
harder stuff; does it cause violence; is
it psychologically addictive; does it
cause psychological or physiological
damage? Dr. Quinn's point that pot
heightens awareness of the subconscious
was very interesting. But she appears
to disfavor the "normal, well-adjusted"
person's learning anything about his sub
conscious.
On the whole, it was a success. This
sort of thing needs to be done, and we
only hope that future discussions will
be more relevant and factual, and that
panelists will prepare themselves by
reading up the information available
on the subject. Will Attorney-General
Canale's moderation of the penalty for
first offenders pass the Legislature?
It is only a pittance, but it is a step
in the right direction.

BLACK RECORD
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ABBEY ROAD
The Beatles
(Apple SO-383)

All good children go to heaven.

This review was unshceduled for this pap
er; but upon receiving an advance copy
of the new release, it was decided that
some review must be made. Printed else
where in this issue is a complete list
of the songs with lyrics included. Apol
ogies must be made for errors on certain
words of a few songs, but a team of five
sharp-eared listenere tried their damnest
to get correct copy from repeated hear
ings; over 20 times apiece and many more
for certain parts. If you find an error
in the working, forgive us but some of
the words still remeined unintelligible
(even on the 3 different stereos used).
Thank God, this is an album worthy even.
many more listenings that we accomplished.
This single album, containing 16 all-new
cuts, far surpasses the combined might of
the last double album. The unity of the
group has developed to the point of being
unbelievable. As everyone knows, the relea
release of a Beatle's album is the same as
as the awarding of a multitude of birth
day presents to the music lover. The
reason for the unparalleled space devoted
to this effort is the magnitude of their
popularity, appeal, and talents. This is'
the important event of the yeat in the
music industry. We printed the lyrics
with our review for the benefit of inter
pretation and because the record company
was so unkind as not to give us a set as
in the last one. I'm sure the lyrics
will come in handy listening to your copy,
for my impression is that this is their
best effort to date.
Side One begins with "Come Together" by
the famous duo. It's an ego thing ob
viously about John and some of his feel
ings on himself and things pertinent to
him. The key lines are:
Got t

a joker

ing down of the people involved seem mean
ingless. Next comes a ricky tick part
with the singer singing about being broke
with no future, a reference to yellow_
and nowhere to go. The the shift to get
ting in the limousine, leaving, and wip
ing away a tear. A dream came true? Then
the puzzling repition of the line:

e please

Other indications are the disturbing ref
erences to monkey fingers, toejam football,
and shooting Coca Cola. The "being free"
and walrus references indicate Lennon as
previously in the "I Am The Walrus" number
from Magical Mystery Tour. It's a heavy
allegorical number that will be giving
Beatle expounders fits for months.
"Something," their new single written by
Harrison, is a beautiful metaphorical al
lusion to love that cam aid will be. One
controversy we had over this song is that
Paul sings the lead and this is the first
time that a Harrison song has ever been
sung by any other than George. It also
has some outstanding guitar work by John
and George.

fa/'

Oct. 10-11
Sleepy John Estes
(,From Newport Folk Festival)
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"Maxwell's Silver Hammer" is a rinky tink
piano number with McCartney singing about
a homicidal maniac in the vein of "Rockv
Racoon." "The importance of the lyrics are
disguised by the flippant, carefree deli"O^Darling" has Paul backing himself on
piano in an evangelistic reading of a 1959type New Orleans screamer similar to clas
sics by Aaron Neville, Naomi Neville, and
Allen Toussanit. The song is a gutsy, wai
wailing one with a heavy, poinding piano
background reminiscent of a heavy Jerry
Lee Lewis.
"Octopus's Garden" is Rir.go's only effort
on the album. His vocal is like his ear
lier efforts, as carefree and unrestrain
ed as "Yellow Submarine" and "Don't Let
Me Down." The flavor is a little country
but bery pleasant.
"I Want You" (She'g So heavy) consists
of a display of Paul's excellence on bass
and Lennon's vocla acrobatics. The lyric
line is very simple and does nothing but
compliment the group as superb instrumen
talists. This is one of their first
efforts at this type of instrumental im
provisation and succeeds fantastically.
This is really a brilliant performance
for the group and supports the theory
that any field of endeavor is their plum.
The second side I consider the meat of
the album and I'll try to run through
the songs before I even attempt to give
any analysis of the side as a whole. I'm
almost afraid to do this because I'm sure
to be accused of reading implications
into their work that really aren't there.
My only fear is that I've screwed up,
missed something, or misinterpreted. I
know there's a basis for my feelings, but
I'm not sure I've got all the important
references and tied them together correct
ly. I've listened to this album almost
continuously for the last 24 hours
straight. I've gotten two headaches try
ing to correlate remarks and words toge
ther with any previous knowledge. I've
probably gotten so deep in the forest
that I can't identify the trees. This is
probably more true than not and any re
marks about the interpretation that you
may consider true or untrue; please drop
a card to James Black at Atlantis, 1655
Poplar. I would appreciate your opinion
about what I have to say (good or bad)
also any other interpretations, or even
any references or clues that I might have
misconstrued or missed. Your cooperation
would be appreciated and answered, for
to tell you the truth, it's even driving
me nuts. Also any translation of the
Italian lyrics would be appreciated
greatly for I'm sure a key exists there.
"Here Comes The Sun" is probably the
nicest cut on the album and has little
reference to the underlying themes on
this side. The only tie-ins are the
sun theme recurring later in the other
cuts with the use of the color yellow,
the symbol of intellectualism.
"Because" starts out instrumentally with
almost a Gothic influence. The lyrics
say little except for references to the
sky and blue. This is a pretty but
strange number with a weird mingling
of almost morbid music with clear sweet
lyric refrain.
"You Never Give Me Your Money" is the
most perplexing of them all because of
its references and the changes it puts
you through.'It's confusing but some of
the words are'bound to' be keys, as it's
given a reprise in the next to last song
on the album. The song says you don't
give money but funny paper. The break

"Here Comes The Sun King" is another disconcerting number. Sun is used again and
king is used as opposed to the queen ref
erence later. Everybody's laughing and
happy; and then the lyrics become Italian
and unfortunately I'm lost.
A drum roll brings in "Mean Mr. Mustard",
a man saving paper (not buck), buying
clothes for someone, and ten bob note
(not mark) up his nose (or his ass?).
His sister Pam (first reference), a go-get
getter, takes him out to look at the queen
(what kind of queen?). If this is the on
ly place he's ever been why does he shout
out something obscene?
Next "Polyethylene Pam" brings an allusion
to homosexuality, which is implied up un
til now. This is the fourth blatant refer
ence to the subject by the Beatles. The
first is in "Yellow Submarine" where John
screams out "Paul is a queer" twice. Se
condly, the implications are there in
Rocky Racoon with Nancy (another Pam).
Then "Get Back" has Loretta as a man,
though she was a woman. Now Pam looks like
a man in drag in her plastic bag. She's
attractively built and the lyrics are mumb
led and submerged in a Peter Townshend gui
tar type lead-in.
Despite an excellent, driving instrumental
background, "She Come In Through The Bath
room Window" brings more confusion. The
silver spoon in the proverbial mouth is a
protector while the thumb is sucked. What's
she to be told? What does the Sunday, Mon
day, Tuesday bit mean? She dances like Pam
in 15 clubs a day. The answer eludes her
with the singer unable to tell her. He
quits the police department for a steady
job. She tries to help but can steal and
can't rob.
"Golden Slumbers" continues in a vein that
seems a change of pace but isn't. The re
peated verse is that there is no way to get
back home or homeward. The person sung to
is asked to sleep and awakfe to smiles.
The next refrain is "Boy, Your're Gonna
Carry That Weight" a long time. The
weight is a burden that must be borne.
Then for some reason the reprise from the
third song is thrown in. This time, the

I never give you my pillow
I only send you my invitati
And in the middle of the
I break down.
Then the refrain returns to "Boy, You're
Gonna Carry That Weight." This I under
stand as the pillow symbolizes permanence
while the invitation makes the lay (inten
ded offer ) a transitory thing.
"The End" is the sharpest instrumental
song of the Beatles to date. Ringo
proves that he has come of age on the
drums. The resume is here with these
ia be in my dreams tonight?
the end the love you take
al to the love you make.
These lines make all well with the world.
The album then ends with the untimes,
unlisted little vignette about nothing.
Paul and John's names have been linked
several times in the past with homosex
ual overtones. The only possible tie-ins
with the themes of these songs is a jaun
diced view of the transvestite. How
this ties in with all the songs I don't
know but the implications are strong.
Getting away and never going back are
the results of the futility of this life.
The word Pam is tied in with the words:
sister, drag, queen, etc. What connec
tion was all the recurring themes besides
those pertaining to neuterless tenses.
All he's and she's are completely interchangable.
I personally don't know, but plan to
spend more time unravelling the puzzle,
if there is one. The weight borne is
again that of transvestitism. The break
ing down is the end result of facing the
situation. All this prattle may be ab
surd, but is also a pleasant and inter
esting diversion and excellent excuse for
so many repeated listenings. I believe
this Beatle album is the best yet and
hope you have as much sport as we have
with your understandings of this work.
James Black

Copyright 1969 t

BEATLES: Abbey Road Lyrics
Bang
Came
Bang
Made
Here come old flat top
:ome groovin' up slowly
He got Juju eyeballs
He want Holy Roller
He got hair-down-to his knees
Got to be a joker
He just do what he please.
He wear no shoeshine
He got toejam football
He got monkey finger
He shot coca-cola
e say I know you
You know me
One thing I can tell you is
You got to be free.
.Ccme together
Right now
•Over me.
e bad production
He got walrus gumboot
He got Ono sideboard
He want.spinal crackin'
He got feet
Down below his knees
Hold you in his armchair
can feel his disease
Come together
Right now
Over me.
e roller coaster
He got early warning
He got muddy water
He want mojo filter
He say one plus one plus o
Got to be good looking
Cause he's so hard to see.
Come together
Right now
Over me.

bang Maxwell's silver hammer
down on her head.
bang Maxwell's silver hamner
sure she was dead.

P.C. 31 said we caught
A dirty one.
Maxwell stands alone
Painting testimonial pictures
Oh uh uh oh
Rose and Valerie
Screaming from the gallery
Say he must go free
The judge does not agree
And he tells them so
Oh uh uh oh
But as the words are leaving his lips
A noise comes from behind.
Bang bang Maxwell's silver hanmer
Came down on her head.
Bang bang Maxwell's silver hanmer
Made sure she was dead.

Oh Darling
Please believe me
I'll never do you no harm
Believe me when I tell you
I'll never do you no harm.
Oh Darling
If you leave me
I'll never make it alone
Believe me when I beg you
Don't ever leave me aldne.
When you told me
You didn't need me anymore
Well you know I nearly broke down and
cried.
When you told me
You didn't need me anymore
Well you know I nearly broke down and
died.
Believe me darling.

Something in the way she moves
Attracts me like no other lover
Something in the way she moves me
I don't want to leave her now
You know I believe her now.

When you told me
You didn't need me anymore
Well you know I nearly broke down and
cried.
When you told me
You didn't need me anymore
Well you know I nearly broke down and
died.

Somewhere in the smile
She knows
That I don't need no other lover.
Something in her style
That shows me
I don't want to leaVe her now
You know I believe her now.

(Si Darling
Please believe me
I'll never let you down
Oh believe me darling
Believe me when I tell you
I'll n r do you no harm.

I'd like to be under the sea
In an octopus's garden with you
In an octopus's garden with you
In an octopus's garden with you.

Something in the way she looks
And all I have to do is think of her.
Something in the things she shows me
I don't want to leave her now,
You know I believe her now.

Joan was quizzical,
Studied 'bout the physical
Science in the home,
Late nights all alone with a test tube.
Oooh uh, uh ooh.
Maxwel Edison majoring in medicine,
Calls her on the phone
Can I take you out to the pictures, Joan?
But as she's getting ready to go
A knock comes on the door...
Bang
Came
Bang
Made

bang Maxwell's silver hammer
down on her head.
bang Maxwell's silver hanmer
sure she was dead.

Back in school again
Maxwell plays the fool again.
Teacher gets annoyed,
Wishing to avoid an unpleasant scene
She tells Max to stay when
The class has gone away,
So he waits behind
Writing fifty times
I must not be so oh oh oh.
But when she turns her back on the boy
He creeps up from behind...

I'd like to be
Under the sea
In an octopus's garden
In the shade
He'd let us in
Knows where we've been.

I'd like t
Under the sea
In an octopus'
In the shade.
We would be
Below the
In our little hideav
Beneath the waves
Resting
On the sea b
In an
Near <

I'd like to be
Under the sea
In an octopus's garden
In the shade.
We would shout
And swim about
The coral that lies beneath the waves.

Ah, ah
Because the world is round
It turns me on
Because the world is round.
Ah, ah
Because the wind is high
It blows my mind
Because the wind is high.

I want you so bad
I want you so bad
It's driving me mad.
I want you so badly
I want you
I want you so bad
It's driving me mad
It's driving me mad.
I want you
I want you so badly
I want you
I want you so bad
It's driving me mad
It's driving me mad.

I want you so bad
It's driving me mad
It's driving me mad.
She's so heavy, heavy
She's so heavy,
She's so heavy, heavy.

I want you so bad
It's driving me mad
It's driving me mad
I want you
I want you so bad
I want you

She's so heavy, heavy.
She's so heavy
She's so heavy, heavy.

You're asking me will my love grow.
I don't know.
You stick around now it may show,
I don't know,
I don't know.

o

Here comes the sun
Here comes the sun
And I say
It's all right
Little darling
It's been a long cold lonely winter
Little darling
It feels like years since it's been here.
Here comes the sun
Here comes the sun
And I say
It's all right
Little darling
The smiles returning to the faces
Little darling
It seems like years since it's been here.

Ah, ah.
Love is old love is new
Love is all love is you
Because the sky is blue
It makes me cry
Because the sky is blue.
Ah,
Ah,
Ah,
Ah,

ah...
ah...
ah...
ah...

You n r give me your money
You only give me your funny paper
And in the middle of negotiations
You break down.
I never give you my number
I only give you my situation
And in the middle of investigation
I break down.
Out of college money's spent
See no future pay no rent
All the money's gone
Nowhere to go
Any job or got the sack
Monday morning turning back
Yellow Doris don't know
Where to go.
But oh that magic feeling
Nowhere to go
Oh that magic feeling
Nowhere to go
Nowhere to go.
(chorus)
Ahhh...
One sweet dream
Pick up the bags
Get in the limousine
Soon we will be away from here
Step on the gas
And wipe that tear away.
One sweet dream
Came true
Today,
Came true
Today,
Came true
Today,

One, two, three, four, five, six
All good children go to heaven,
(repeat 7 more times)

Everybody's laughin*
Everybody's happy,
Here comes the sun king.
(Italian lyrics)

Here comes the sun
Here comes the sun
And I say
It's all right.
Sun sun sun here it comes
Sun sun sun here it comes
Sun sun sun here it comes
Sun sun sun here it comes
Sun sun sun here it comes.
Little darling
I feel that ice is slowly melting
Little darling
It seems like years since it's been clear.
Here comes the sun
Here comes the sun
And I say
It's all right
Here
Here
It's
It's

comes the sun
comes the sun
all right
all right.

Trying to save a buck.
Sleeps in a hole in a road
Saves enough to buy me some clothes
Keeps a ten mark note up his nose.

His sister Pam works in a shop
She never stops
She's a go-getter
Takes him out to look at the Queen
Only place that he's ever been
Always shouts out something obscene.

GOLDEN SLUMBERS (Lennon-McCartney, 1:31)
(Vocal: Paul)
way to get back homeOnce there
ward
Once there was a way
To get back home
Sleep pretty darling
t cry
And I will sing
A lullaby-ee.
Golden slumbers fill your eyes
Smiles await you when you rise
Sleep pretty darling
Do not cry
And I will wing
'A lullaby-ee.
Once there was a way
To get back home
Sleep pretty darling
Do not cry
And I will sing the
Lullaby-ee.

Anyone really into their head should see
"Midnight Cowboy" before they draw a line
anywhere. Free of abstractions and simple
enough, even for rednecks, it's pointed
and delicately handled

'Magine she was a pretty nice girl
But she doesn't have a lot to say
. 'Magine she's a pretty nice girl
But she changes from day to day
I want to tell her that I love her a lot
But I gotta get a bellyful'of wine
'Magine that she's a pretty nice girl
Someday I'm gonna make her mine
Oh yeah,
Someday I'm gonna make her mine.

enough, even for rednecks, its pointed
and delicately handled subject matter
is nearly flawlessly presented.
Joe Buck, seemingly a good-hearted vic
tim of the South-Western image, and his
childlike male ego go to New York on
the preface of hustling "purdy women."
"Are you a real cowboy?" they ask. "No,"
he answers, "but I'm one hell of a stud."

A man went looking for Amei ic;
And couldn't find it anywhere...

His hilariously painful attempts to. score
are summed up with his idea of a pick-up
line: "Pardon me miss, but can you tell
me where the Statue of Liberty is?" To
which "one hell of a gorgeous chick"(her
own identity idiom) replies, "Sure, up
in Central Park taking a leak. If you
hurry you'll catch the evening show."

PETERFONOA DENNIS HOPPER
| CANNES FILM FESTIVALWINNER' Btsl film 8,a dew Direclotj
"Easy Rider," another Peter Fonda epic,
might be worth it if you're stoned. It's
one of those plateaux and valleys flics.

Boy, you're gonna carry that weight,
carry that weight
A long time
Boy, you're gonna carry that weight
carry that weight
A long time.

Boy, you're gonna carry that weight
carry that weight
A long time
Boy, you're gonna carry that weight
carry that weight
\ long time.
THE END (Lennon-McCartney, 2:04)(Vocal:
Paul)
Oh yeah
All right
Are you gonna be in my dreams
Tonight.
Love you, love you, love you...
The love you take
Is equal to the love
You make, ah...

On the same subject, we'd like to observe
Henry Loeb's unnerving trend toward social
ism. That's right, socialism. He favors
government control of pornography. Figure
it out for yourself.

A cowboy in the big city runs completely
out of ego and is reduced to hustling
the male populace. Even here, on this
lesser plane, he has his problems.

Peter and side-kick Dennis Hopper, it
appears, are attempting to weave a "time
is running out" message by way of little
acting, extemporaneous dialogue, and end
less travelogue-style photography subepics.

I never give you my pillow
I only send you my invitations
And in the middle of the celebrations
J break down.

entitled "Suzy Creamcheese." No, no, act
ually the title is "Angleland Swings,
As the Scrotal Pendulum (Do)." It seems
that the Root staff were out to win a
battle for freedom and the right to print
anything. However, (Good Grief, Candy!!!)
they forgot that the use of colorful
language has to have some redeeming artis
tic quality. And "Suzy Creamcheese," was
quite frankly, just dirt. Fun dirt, but
dirt all the same. And you can buy that at
the Adult Bookstore, for a while anyway.
Of course, Root wasn't shut down because
it's "obscenity" lacked artistic redempt
ion, but.merely because Memphis and the
surrounding few hundred miles is smack in
the middle of the Dark Ages. Medieval is
the word, and there's not much you can do
about your printer's free-enterprise right
to print what he likes and nothing more

All looks grim until his second run-in
with a city-pinched consumptive crip
ple known as "Ratso" (Dustin Hoffman).
This character is perhaps best explained
by the contents of his pockets: pennies,
matches, broken cigarettes, and lint,
which he forced to empty in one scene.

An all too realistic view is given of the
Southern bigot with graphic emphasis on
the eventual finale to the folly.

The carousings of Joe and Ratso in
their attempt to survive are likely to
strike empathetic tones in anyone not
living in a terrarium.

that one might think impromptu, which
would be well and good if it seemed to
fit, which it doesn't. The plot is not
abstract, however; it borders on the
mundane. Any sympathy one might muster
for the leading characters is frosted by
the rather poor and sometimes insulting
proclamation as a whole.

The flic is punctuated with a series of
flashbacks and photographic achievements
that illuminate the editing staff. Even
the bit actors are good! (Glenn Wallis)

So great an area of land that from her western
shores those beautiful sailors journeyed to
the south and north Americas with ease in thei
ships with painted sails
if
To the east Africa was her neighbor across
short strait of sea miles.The great Egyptian
age is but a remnant of the Atlantian culture^
The antediluvian kings colonized the world
All the gods who play in the mythological I
dramas and all legends from all lands were I
from fair Atlantis

all corners of the earth. On board were the
twelve: the poet, the physician, the farmer,
It's Saturday night, September 13, and
the scientist, and the magician and the other
the imperialistic, capitalistic, running
legend though gods
if
dogs of Wall Street (the guys at Atlantis) so-called gods of
are putting on a concert they call somethey were
what grandiosely, "Midsummer Night's
Dream." Will it live up to advance billing? And as the eldei
rejoice and let us sing and dan
Will the cops turn the thing into a MidSummer Night's Nightmare? This is the
Atlantis answer to last week's Root con
cert. And, sad to say, it looks like the
Root will be shut down due to censorship
by their printer for an indelicate story

One very redeeming characteristic is
the soundtrack, a cross-section of to
day's musical awareness well put (I
might see the movie again with my eyes
shut).
If you hold your breath with every toke
they take you'll get oxygen drunk. Paper
rumor has it that the grass they are
blowing is genuine. The performance
' " rumor.
(Glenn Wallas)

DONOVAN
At Ellis Auditorium
Sunday, Oct. 5, 4 p.m.
Tickets $3,4,5,6.
Coliseum Box Office,
Goldsmith's,
*

Pop-I's

GENERAL BOYCOTT OF CLASSES
OCT. 7, 8 FM

Westminster House MSU; an orientation for all

1 fN

late comers, groups, or clubs that might ally with the
Moratorium and all concerned individuals

1:30 PM. . . "MEMORIAL MARCH" In tribute to those who have
senselessly died in the Vietnam War

OCT. 8, 1:30 PM. . . . Press conference at CBC. Explanation of VMC.
Student Body Presidents will describe the individual

3 FM

All night vigil at SOUTHWESTERN.

OCT. 15, 10-12 IM. . .Dialogues, debates,
There is a movement by conscientious stu
dents in the U.S. today to maximize public
pressure with the intention of ending the
war in Vietnam. This movement is called
the Vietnam Moratorium Committee. The
Vietnam Moratorium Committee is a nation
wide movement to educate the people con
cerning the economic, moral, and politi
cal implications of the war in Vietnam.
Memphis' co-ordinator of activities is
Leo Amault, President of the SGA at
CBC. Working along with Leo are stu
dents from CBC, Southwestern, Memphis

Bill Moody and Richard Browning, arrested
Monday, September 15, near the Taco Bell
on Poplar, were released Wednesday by
Judge Churchill and their cases continued
until October 16.to investigate whether
officers had probable cause to search and
arrest. Bill was released on his own
recognizance and Richard released to the
custody of his father for treatment.
Tennessee parole officers wanted Richard
held until they could contact his parole
officers in Virginia to see if a warrant
could be issued for his arrest for par
ole violation. Judge ChurcKill ruled
that since investigation was the purpose
of the continuance the request was a lit
tle ridiculous.
Both defendants and Earl Hines were sit-•
ting on the hridge covering a drainage
ditch near the Taco Bell property when
they were approached by patrol officers
who infoimed them that they were "trepassing on city property." The cops pro
ceeded to question the group and started
a search. At this point Moody panicked
and ran. He was stopped by another cop
at gun point, and this time when he began
to make a move (according to one of the
arresting officers) he was approached
from behind by the cop who had originally
started the search. Moody was then thrown
to the ground and, after a scuffle, was
finally handcuffed. Witnesses agreed that
undue restraint was used.
Moody was charged with possession of a
legend drug, mescalin, and Richard
charged with possession of LSD. Both
charges are felonies.
Gary Pearl was arrested during the inci
dent for leering at the cops. He was
later charged with disoderly conduct and
forfeited bond. In an interview with
Bill Moody it was determined that Gary
had been struck repeatedly in the face by
arresting officers. There were no wit
nesses to this event, but Gary had been
"seen by Bill immediately prior to and
after the event. Officers said "he want
ed to apologize and for that reason he
was very red in the face."
Larry Hainowitz, also arrested during the
incident, was drinking a coke at the Taco
Bell when he was motioned over by the
arresting officers and informed that he
was under arrest for loitering. Larry,
who claims to have had no participation in
the event, forfeited a $51.00 bond. He
says his feet were always getting in
the way of the officers who stumbled
constantly over them.
Jerry Walker

Speeches by National and local figures, enter

tainment by folk group

activities on each campus on the morning of the 15th.
OCT. 14,

Assemble at Spanish American War Memorial,

Central and E. Parkway South

The VMC does not plan as an organization to disrupt the
American Legion sponsored BACK OUR BOYS IN VIETNAM RALLY
to be held later that day

the individual campuses.

this moratorium scheduled for October 15.
October 15 is the date set throughout the
nation for the moratorium. On October 15,
each college and university will have lo
cal speeches on their campuses from 10:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. At 1:00 p.m., the
students will then assemble at the Span
ish-American War Memorial Park at Central
and Parkway with a moratorium march begin
ning at 1:30 p.m. The march, to commemerate those men who have died wrongly in
Vietnam, will proceed to the Overton Park
Banc Shell. At the Shell, outside speak
ers will speak to us concerning such addities as the draft and the Vietnam War

itself. The speeches will be accompanied
with a small amount of musical entertain
ment. The speeches are scheduled to begii
at 3:00 pm and will end when everybody is
satisfied.
This movement is designed to educate
the people of Memphis, no matter how
hard it may be. We all know that most of
the people of Memphis are straighter
than most of the people of other metro
polises. We are not concerned with any
sort of confrontation with the fine up
standing citizens of Memphis. We want
to educate Memphis. If the people of
Memphis see a huge group of people de

nouncing the war Tn Vietnam and holding
a moratorium for those who have died,
they just might get the picture and join
us. We want everybody to show up at the
moratorium march. A personal invitation
will be sent to Mayor Loeb, a matter of
formality though. All of the organiza
tions will be contacted concerning the
march and for God's sake, leave what you'
re doing October 15 and come and partici
pate in the moratorium. Let's show Menrphis what it's really like out here in
the world.
Paul Zaleski

